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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ESTIMATING
VASCULAR FLOW USING CT IMAGING

[0006 ] Combining both anatomical information and a cor

related per territory assessment of resulting cardiac function

may be useful in the clinical evaluation of cardiac disease .

CROSS -REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

One approach , percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) ,
may provide this capability using anatomical information

[0001] This application is a divisional of U . S . patent

application Ser. No. 13/ 425 , 724 , entitled “ SYSTEM AND

mation through coronary blood pressure measurements from

METHOD FOR ESTIMATING VASCULAR FLOW

procedures are highly invasive and frequently turn out to be

via projection coronary angiography and functional infor
a transducer in the coronary vasculature. However , these

USING CT IMAGING ” , filed Mar. 21, 2012 , which is a
non -provisional application of U . S . Provisional Patent

unnecessary (diagnostic ) ( e . g ., in approximately 1/3 of the

Application No. 61/454 ,646 , entitled “ SYSTEM AND

procedures in patients with multi-vessel disease ).

METHOD FOR ESTIMATING

USING CT IMAGING ” , filed Mar. 21 , 2011 , which is herein

vessels, such as coronary arteries , cerebral arteries, or other
vessels or arteries . The decision of whether or how to
clinically intervene is often based on the assessed extent of

VASCULAR FLOW

incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
[0002] Embodiments of the invention relate generally to

diagnostic imaging and , more particularly , to a system and

[0007 ] CT can be used to visualize localized narrowing of
the narrowing, such as the percentage reduction in the

cross -sectional area compared with neighboring portions of
the vessel. Some studies have shown that pressure measure

ments about the stenosis adds additional information beyond

method of estimating hemodynamic information .

the percentage occlusion and can be used to estimate the

of the internal structures or features of a patient to be
obtained without performing an invasive procedure on the

patient' s treatment to improve the patient outcome over the
treatment that would have been performed on the basis of the

[0003] Non - invasive imaging technologies allow images

patient. In particular, such non - invasive imaging technolo

gies rely on various physical principles , such as the differ

ential transmission of x - rays through the target volume,
measurement of resonant magnetic signals , or the reflection
of acoustic waves, to acquire data and to construct images or

otherwise represent the observed internal features of the
patient.
[0004 ] For example , Coronary Computed Tomography

Angiography (CCTA ) is an imaging application that has

evolved with the introduction and improvement of computed

tomography (CT), an imaging technology based on the

functional impact of the stenosis and further differentiate the

percentage occlusion alone .

10008 ]. Therefore , it would be desirable to design a system
and method for estimating vascular flow that overcome the
aforementioned drawbacks.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
[0009 . According to an aspect of the invention , a com

puter readable storage medium having stored thereon a

computer program comprising instructions, which , when
executed by a computer, cause the computer to acquire a first

observed transmission of x -rays through the patient for a

set of data comprising anatomical information of an imaging
subject, the anatomical information comprises information

struction . With the introduction of multi- slice CT scanners
( e. g., 4 -slice , 16 - slice , 64- slice and so forth ) and faster

computer to process the anatomical information to generate
an image volume comprising the at least one vessel, generate
hemodynamic information based on the image volume, and

generate useful images of the heart. With current high

computer is also caused to generate an image comprising the

resolution (both spatial and temporal) 64 - slice scanners ,

hemodynamic information in combination with a visualiza
tion based on the second set of data .

range of angular positions that is sufficient for image recon

rotation speeds (e . g ., about 0 . 35 seconds to about 0 .5 sec
onds for a full gantry rotation ), it has become possible to

image quality is sufficient for CCTA to provide clinicians an
imaging technique that has high negative predictive value

( ratio of true negative classifications to the total number of
negative classifications ). In other words , the CCTA technol
ogy is very accurate in assessing patients that do not have
disease . However, false positives may still occur at unde
sired frequency , reducing the positive predictive value of
CCTA (ratio of true positive classifications to the total

number of positive classifications). As such , advances are
needed to improve the clinical utility of CCTA .
[ 0005 ] Further, CCTA typically provides only anatomical
information of the heart and vascular structures . It may also

be useful to provide various functional assessments , such as
of territorialmyocardialperfusion , which would be useful in

determining if a narrowing in a coronary vessel ( stenosis )
due to atherosclerotic plaque is affecting cardiac function .

There are various methods to assess cardiac function: tread
mill stress test, stress echocardiogram , myocardial stress
perfusion imaging (using Single Photon Emission Com
puted Tomography (SPECT)), Positron Emission Tomogra
phy (PET), CT perfusion , or invasive assessment of cardio
vascular hemodynamics ( fractional flow reserve (FFR )).

of at least one vessel. The instructions further cause the

acquire a second set of data of the imaging subject. The

[0010 ]. According to another aspect of the invention , a
method for estimating vascular hemodynamic information
comprises acquiring data of an imaging subject, processing

the acquired data to generate an image volume comprising
anatomical information such as a vessel tree of the imaging
subject, and determining anatomical information based on

the image volume. The method also comprises generating

hemodynamic information based on the vessel tree , acquir
ing an additional set of data of the imaging subject, and

generating an image combining the hemodynamic informa
[0011 ] According to yet another aspect of the invention , a
CT system comprises a rotatable gantry having an opening
to receive an object to be scanned , a high frequency elec
tromagnetic energy projection source configured to project a
high frequency electromagnetic energy beam toward the
object, and a detector array having a plurality of detector
cells configured to detect high frequency electromagnetic
energy passing through the object. The CT system also
comprises a data acquisition system (DAS ) connected to the
detector array and configured to receive outputs from the
tion with image data based on the additional set of data .
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plurality of detector cells, an image reconstructor connected
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system 10 . Control mechanism 26 includes an X -ray con

and a computer. The computer is programmed to acquire a

troller 28 that provides power and timing signals to an X -ray
source 14 and a gantry motor controller 30 that controls the
rotational speed and position of gantry 12 . An image recon

first set of data of an imaging subject, reconstruct an image
volume based on the acquired data , and generate a vessel

DAS 32 and performs high -speed reconstruction . The recon

to the DAS and configured to reconstruct an image of the

object from the detector cell outputs received by the DAS ,

tree from the image volume. The computer is also pro
grammed to process the vessel tree , generate hemodynamic
information based on the processed vessel tree , obtain a

second set of data of the imaging subject, and generate an

image comprising the hemodynamic information in combi

nation with a visualization based on the second set of data .
[ 0012 ] Various other features and advantages will be made

apparent from the following detailed description and the
drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0013 ] The drawings illustrate preferred embodiments
presently contemplated for carrying out the invention .
[0014 ] In the drawings :
[0015 ] FIG . 1 is a pictorial view of a CT imaging system .
[0016 ] FIG . 2 is a block schematic diagram of the system
illustrated in FIG . 1 .
[ 0017 ] FIG . 3 is a flowchart illustrating a technique for
calculating the fractional flow reserve (FFR ) of an imaging
subject according to an embodiment of the invention .

[ 0018 ] FIG . 4 shows exemplary curves based on vessel
and FFR data according to an embodiment of the invention .

[0019 ] FIG . 5 is a bull's -eye plot according to an embodi
ment of the invention .
10020 ] FIG . 6 is a graphical and tabulated data analysis

according to an embodiment of the invention .
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0021] The operating environment of embodiments of the

invention is described with respect to a multi-slice computed

tomography (CT) system . Moreover, embodiments of the

structor 34 receives sampled and digitized x -ray data from

structed image is applied as an input to a computer 36 which
[0024 ] Computer 36 also receives commands and scan
ning parameters from an operator via console 40 that has
some form of operator interface, such as a keyboard , mouse ,
voice activated controller , or any other suitable input appa
stores the image in a mass storage device 38 .

ratus . An associated display 42 allows the operator to

observe the reconstructed image and other data from com

puter 36 . The operator supplied commands and parameters

are used by computer 36 to provide control signals and

information to DAS 32, X - ray controller 28 and gantry motor

controller 30 . In addition , computer 36 operates a table
motor controller 44 which controls a motorized table 46 to
position patient 22 and gantry 12 . Particularly , table 46
moves patient 22 through a gantry opening 48 of FIG . 1 in
whole or in part.

[0025 ] FIG . 3 illustrates a technique 60 for calculating

hemodynamic information of an imaging subject according

to an embodiment of the invention . CT projection data are

acquired at block 61 and used to reconstruct an image
volume at block 62, such as that described above with
respect to FIGS . 1 and 2 . The image volume may be

generated using iterative or non - iterative reconstruction
techniques in the case of x - ray -acquired projection data . In

one embodiment, boundary conditions for subsequent FFR

estimation may be generated using iterative reconstruction ,

where each reconstructed voxel in the image is modeled by
two parameters: a DC component and a scaling for a basis
function . The parameters are estimated based on the changes

ofmeasurement during the finite data acquisition time ( e.g.,
a typical CT scan takes 0 .35 s to acquire the full rotation of

data ). During this time period , the concentration of contrast

invention will be described with respect to the detection and

has changed . By examining the projections over the recon

further appreciate that the invention is equally applicable for
the detection and conversion of other high frequency elec
tromagnetic energy . Embodiments of the invention will be
described with respect to a " third generation ” CT scanner,

function of time, instead of a simple average value . The

conversion of x -rays . However, one skilled in the art will

but is equally applicable with other CT system configura
tions.

[0022 ] Referring to FIG . 1, a computed tomography (CT)
imaging system 10 is shown as including a gantry 12
representative of a “ third generation ” CT scanner.Gantry 12
has an X -ray source 14 that projects a beam of x -rays toward
a detector assembly and/ or collimator 18 on the opposite
side of the gantry 12 . Referring now to FIG . 2, detector
assembly 18 is formed by a plurality of detectors 20 and data
acquisition systems (DAS) 32. The plurality of detectors 20
sense the projected x -rays 16 that pass through a medical
patient 22 , and DAS 32 converts the data to digital signals
for subsequent processing. Each detector 20 produces an
analog electrical signal that represents the intensity of an
impinging X -ray beam and hence the attenuated beam as it
passes through the patient 22 . During a scan to acquire x -ray

projection data , gantry 12 and the components mounted

thereon rotate about a center of rotation 24 .
10023 ] Rotation of gantry 12 and the operation of x - ray
source 14 are governed by a control mechanism 26 of CT

struction window , each voxel can be reconstructed as a

function can be a simple speed (linear term ) or speed and

acceleration (linear and second order terms). These param
eters provide dynamic information of the iodine concentra
tion change and can then be used as the boundary conditions

for the FFR estimation .
[0026 ] In another embodiment, the image volume recon

structed from x - ray -acquired imaging data may be combined
with reconstructed image data from another imaging modal

ity . For example, a first set of anatomical imaging data may

be acquired using a CT imaging system as described above ,
and a second set may be acquired using , for example , an
ultrasound imaging system , a magnetic resonance MR
( )
imaging system , and the like . The reconstructed image data

from ultrasound or MR imaging systems may be used to
enhance and / or adjust the X - ray -based image data . In addi
tion or alternatively thereto , the first and second sets of data

may both be used as inputs to the CFD analysis described
below with respect to block 66 .

[0027 ] At block 63, anatomical information or data of the
imaging subject is generated from volumetric reconstruc
tions. The anatomical information includes one or more

vessels or systems of vessels of interest for which it is

desired to perform an analysis to determine whether or not

US 2019 /0122401 A1
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a stenosis exists and of the severity of the stenosis if it does
exist. Vessel tree generation may include segmenting the

input into computational fluid dynamics (CFD ) model to
help provide high -fidelity hemodynamic information to fur

vessels in the reconstructed image volume from other ana
tomical data or structures therein .

ther assess the disease state of the vessel or system of
vessels .

[0028 ] In one embodiment, the vessel tree generation

[0032 ] In one embodiment, the lumen size of vessel of

vessel tree . In this embodiment, coronary arteries are auto

to the stenosis . The lumen size may be measured with or

shape and intensity profiles in the segmented coronary

without a contrast agent and may be included in the data
input into the CFD model. In addition, a model of the lumen

arteries is built. Such a representation allows differential

size measurement error may be incorporated in the data

analysis of the intensity values included in the segmented

input into the CFD model.
[0033] In another embodiment, the anatomical informa

includes automatic segmentation and representation of the

matically segmented , and a parametric representation of the

coronary artery volume with applications to flow -based

interestmay bemeasured proximal to , throughout, and distal

measurements. For example, the intensity profile along the

tion may be generated from imaging data acquired using

centerline allows for normalization of flow calculations

multiple energy levels . That is, the X -ray source of the CT
system may be operated or toggled at two or more kVp
levels to acquire two or more sets of imaging data . The

along the centerlines . The segmented coronaries can also be

represented as a sequence of 2D cross-sections perpendicu

lar to the centerline or through a sequence of 3D spheres
whose envelope defines the 3D segmentation. The 2D cross
section or the 3D sphere are local unit descriptors encoding
both shape and intensity information . The variations in
shape and intensity along successive units are reflective of

the flow dynamics of the coronary artery . In the most general

case , these “ shape particle ” -based representations can be
computational fluid dynamics calculations .
[0029] In another embodiment, the vessel tree generation
includes efficient semi-automatic editing . That is, often , due

directly used as components in any shape analysis , including

multiple sets of imaging data may then be used to estimate

the material composition of the tissue at the region of

interest. The two or more sets of imaging data at multiple
kVp levels may be acquired during separate scans for each
kVp level, during a single scan using fast -kVp switching, or
using a single kVp setting and an energy sensitive detector
(photon - counting, energy -discriminating detector).
[0034 ] In another embodiment , the anatomical informa
tion may be generated from additional imaging data , which

are reconstructed using existing data . The properties of the

to acquisition - induced artifacts or contrast inhomogeneities ,

reconstruction algorithm (both analytical and iterative

coronary volume on which computational fluid dynamics
analysis for FFR map generation cannot be performed .
Methods to complete the coronary volume in the absence of

high -fidelity anatomical information (dimension of normal

segmentation methods may result in an incomplete 3D

obvious lumen intensity information are therefore used .

Shape-based tracking methods can be used ( e . g ., propaga
tion from strong evidence to weak areas) or through robust

sequential Monte Carlo methods to bridge gaps due to
artifacts and absence of contrast. This can be combined with
plaque detection methods to correctly identify vessel nar

rowing. Such a method can be completely automatic or cued
by a few interactions with the user. A cleanup process that
follows the tracking and segmentation steps can be applied

to identify obvious artifacts in the segmented volume or
surface such as external discontinuities not relevant to the
structural integrity of the 3D coronary volume.
[0030 ] In another embodiment, the vessel tree generation

includes performing a segmentation to identify a wall vol

ume-of-interest around a contrast-enhanced lumen of the

coronary arteries followed by detection and segmentation of
the plaque . The plaque can be virtually subtracted , such as

by using spectral information , for example , to compute
hypothetical flow in the absence of the stenosis . Such a

system can also be used to evaluate the effective benefit of

a stent prior to performing a procedure to insert the stent.

The calculation of the blood flow within the vasculature and

pressure before and after a region of vessel narrowing allows
for the calculation ofwhether or not there is a restriction , and

whether or not there is a need for corrective actions to be

reconstruction algorithms) may be modified to achieve a
particular objective . For instance, high -resolution structures
in the image may be accentuated , as is needed to generate

and /or diseased vasculature ). Alternatively , the reconstruc

tion algorithm may bemodified to reduce noise in the image

to improve the fidelity of tissue characterization , either using

standard single - energy images or material- specific , multi

energy images. Other representations of the anatomy, such

as monochromatic images generated using multi - energy

techniques, which reduce image artifacts , may also be used .
Although not meant to be limiting, the examples listed above

provide additional information thatmay improve the fidelity
of hemodynamic information generated using CFD models .
[0035 ] In another embodiment, the anatomy of the imag
ing subject may be tagged with a contrast agent or other
similar agent. The tagged anatomymay then be analyzed to
estimate a stiffness or compliance of the tissue of interest or
to estimate a change in lumen diameter.

[0036 ] In another embodiment, a multi -energy scout ( two

dimensional projection of scanned anatomy) may be per

formed using a contrast agent. In this manner, the anatomical

information may highlight the vascular data .
[0037 ] In another embodiment, the CT imaging scan to
acquire the anatomical information may incorporate focal
spot wobbling techniques ( improving the sampling or pro
jection data, thereby reducing aliasing artifacts ) to yield
imaging data with high spatial resolutioncon .
[0038 ] In another embodiment, the anatomical informa

[ 0031] As described below , the anatomical information is

tion may be generated from imaging data acquired at mul
tiple phases of cardiac cycle of the imaging subject. The data

used in the calculation of a fractional flow reserve the
pressure distal to the stenosis divided by the pressure

estimation of the size of the vessel of interest. The CT

pursued such as a stent or other corrective means.

proximal to the stenosis) of the vessel or vessel system of
interest . The acquired anatomical information may be com
bined with one or more of the following embodiments and

from the multiple phases may be averaged or weighted for

scanner may acquire data at multiple phases of the cardiac
cycle , which may also include applying a motion compen
sation technique to reduce motion - induced artifacts in the
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acquired imaging data , thereby providing imaging data to
generate high - fidelity anatomical information .
[0039 ] In another embodiment, the anatomical informa
tion may be generated from imaging data acquired at mul

tiple dilations of the vasculature . For example , a first imag

ing scan may acquire the imaging data to generate
anatomical information at a first dilation , and the second
imaging scan may acquire the imaging data to generate
additional anatomical information at a second dilation
greater than the first dilation . In addition ,modalities such as
ultrasound or magnetic resonance (MR ) may be used to
acquire velocities before and after vasodilation to measure

or estimate the coronary flow reserve .
10040 ] In another embodiment, the anatomical informa
tion may be generated from imaging data acquired at mul

tiple stress levels . In this manner, anatomical data may be
generated from imaging data acquired at various heart rates .

Data may be acquired at a normal or resting heart rate , and
various stress levels may be induced either pharmacologi

cally orwith exercise , to acquire the data at high or low heart
rates and at various functional states of imaged tissue , as
appropriate .
[0041 ] Post-processing may be applied at block 64 prior to
calculating additional hemodynamic information using a
CFD model. An embodiment of post-processing may
include reducing the blooming from the calcium (or other

material) that can obscure the lumen .Using multiple energy
data acquired as described above , the effects of calcium ( or
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[0048 ] As shown in phantom , an embodiment of the

invention includes acquiring non - imaging data (e .g ., elec

trocardiogram data or other functional data ) at block 65 . The
non - imaging data may be used as an input to the CFD

analysis as described below with respect to block 66.
[0049 ] Still referring to FIG . 3 , at block 66 , a CFD
analysis is performed and an hemodynamic information is
generated at block 67 ( including blood flow , blood pressure ,
etc .). Although not limiting , one example of hemodynamic

information is the estimation of the pressure along the
vasculature , which allows computation of the FFR at con

stricted regions along the vasculature that are suspicious.

The FFR map presents pressure ratios throughout at least a
portion of the vessel tree and allows a stenosis to be
analyzed for diagnosis and treatment. The pressure proximal
to , throughout, and distal to the stenosis may be used in such

analysis .
10050 ] In addition to inputting the post-processed vessel

tree data into the CFD model, other data can also be input

to the CFD model to influence generation of hemodynamic
information . For example , in one embodiment, information

about the prior treatment of the vessel of interest at a stenosis
location , such as the presence of a stent or a previous

angioplasty , may be included . In another embodiment, esti

mates of the pressure at the aortic root or coronary ostia ,

which may be estimated by measuring brachial or radial
artery pressures and using systemsmodeling to account for
the pressure wave propagation and reflection , may be

other material) may be estimated and used to reduce or

included . In another embodiment, the non - imaging data

tion of the size of the lumen near the calcium .

another embodiment, information about blood flow in some
of the arterial branches may be used to facilitate computa

eliminate the blooming effect that may lead to mis -estima

[0042] In another embodiment, the multiple energy data

may also be used to find areas of plaque and to estimate the
type and proportion of localized plaque .

[0043] Another embodiment of post- processing may

include accurately estimating the point spread function

(PSF ) for each reconstruction process. The PSF may be used

to further adjust the lumen size measurements fed into the
CFD model to estimate the flow information . That is , the
final lumen size is adjusted based on the based on the initial

measurement and the PSF factor, which is obtained based on

the reconstruction filter ( for filtered backprojection ), recon

struction voxel size, and other post-processing steps .
[0044] Another embodiment of post-processing may
include correcting motion - induced artifacts caused by

motion during the acquisition of the anatomical information .

[0045 ] Another embodiment of post-processing may
the identification of the relative material density and com
position of the wall tissue surrounding or forming the
vessels or coronary lumens determined by multi-material
decomposition ofmulti-energy acquired data .
include calculating constraints for the CFD model based on

[0046 ] Another embodiment of post-processing may

acquired at block 65 may be included . Furthermore, in

tion of boundary conditions.
[0051] According to another embodiment, noise may be

estimated for each voxel and for each projection sample
during iterative reconstruction . The information can be used
to guide the CFD computations. Voxels with lower noise can
be given a higher confidence level during the CFD analysis .
By utilizing the weighting factor, the accuracy of the hemo

dynamic can be improved .
[0052 ] In another embodiment, the noise estimation may
be performed prior to image reconstruction . That is , by
utilizing the variance estimation of each projection sample ,
the variance of the reconstructed image (e .g ., using filtered
backprojection ) can be accurately predicted . This informa
tion can be used to provide guidance to the CFD process .
[0053] In another embodiment, a Coronary Computed
Tomography Angiography (CCTA ) exam may be used to
acquire volumes at multiple different phases of the cardiac
cycle . Segmenting each of these volumes and then matching

them enables a correspondence map between the various
volumes to be calculated or determined that can be used as

an input to the CFD process to assist in the computation of

flow approximations in local hemodynamic information as a

include acquiring estimates of measurement errors from

function of the intensity distribution of a sub -volume of the

each modality or from multiple acquisitions of the same

vasculature (for example , coronaries ) across the phases .

modality so that multiple measurements can be statistically

[0054 ] In another embodiment, demarcation of plaque can

combined to generate a measurement with reduced error.

be factored into wall - induced strains on the lumen surface

described above as being subsequent to generation of the

[ 0047 ] While the post- processing of block 64 has been

and its effect on blood flow . Flow calculations during the
CFD process can include using the wall segmentation (not

anatomical information at block 63, embodiments of the
invention envision that post -processing of the reconstructed
image volume may occur prior to generation of the vessel

just the lumen surface ).
[0055 ] After generating the hemodynamic information at
block 67 , additional data may be acquired and combined or

tree .

blended with the hemodynamic information at block 68 for
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visualizing and/or analyzing the character of a stenosis to
assist with diagnosis and treatment of any stenosis found .
The additional data may be ancillary data not used to
generate the image volume or used in the calculation of the

hemodynamic information . In one embodiment, the addi
tional data may be, for example , perfusion measurements ,

such as made by measuring contrast agent uptake rate , peak
concentration , or washout rate, or other perfusion -related
parameters , either at rest or at stress perfusion , or both .
Single - energy or multi- energy CT data may be used to
estimate the myocardialperfusion . Other types of additional
data that may be acquired are discussed below with respect
to blending the hemodynamic data therewith .
[0056 ] In one embodiment, a perfusion study may be
performed to gather perfusion data in tissues adjacent to the
vessel tree . For example , the perfusion data can indicate if
a normal or reduced amount of flow is going through the

myocardium . A stenosis followed by a large ischemic area of
the myocardium or other tissue adjacent to a stenosis can

such as a false positive from CCTA alone), may be used to
aid diagnosis and therapy planning . Selection of one of the

highlighted regions 80 , 82 on the curves may cause a

mapping to a corresponding lesion in the 3D volume and to

the corresponding myocardial region within the 3D volume
to be indicated or shown . In addition , a mapping to a

standard bull ' s- eye plot ofmyocardial perfusion data can be

displayed as well. For example , referring to FIGS. 4 and 5 ,
selection of highlighted regions 80 , 82 may cause the
corresponding regions 88 , 90 on a bull' s - eye plot 92 to be

indicated and shown.
[0059 ] In addition , a “ filet view ” (visualization of the
vesselby determining its axis and generating a radial profile
of the vessel) of the curved reformatted vessel may be used
to overlay the hemodynamic information . The “ filet view "

may help improve the showing of the soft plaque and

remodeling. Also , overlay layers of visualized information
on the display device can be used ; these layers can be turned

on and off to show or hide the hemodynamic information
overlay for comparison with a non -overlay view .

indicate a reduced blood flow , which may indicate that the
parameters may be incorporated into a model (static or
adaptive) to estimate the morphologic and clinical signifi
cance of the stenosis and may , together with anatomical
information , indicate the type of intervention for addressing

[0060] If rest/stress CT perfusion information is available,
a 3 -way data analysis (anatomical data , perfusion data , and
hemodynamic data ) showing correlation and mismatches
can also be highlighted and analyzed . For example , FIG . 6

the stenosis . For example , the intervention may include
determining whether to insert a stent or to perform angio

analysis according to an embodiment of the invention . A first

plasty based on the presence or extent of localized calcium .
Moreover, all available anatomical (CT image data ) and
functional (perfusion , blood flow , blood pressure, FFR ,

myocardial region . First table 94 may include a list of

statistical classifier to increase the confidence in determining

lesions ( or myocardial regions) that are “ positive” from at

absolute pressure drop across the stenosis is reduced . These

vessel wall motion , etc .) information may be used in a

whether or not the suspected lesion is causal of ischemia

(oxygen deprivation in the tissue ).

shows a multi - dimensional, graphical and tabulated data

table 94 may show positive perfusion defects within a
corresponding myocardial region , and a second table 96 may
show negative perfusion defects within a corresponding
least one test (i.e., CCTA , CT Perfusion , FFR , or other
exam ) while second table 96 may include a list of lesions ( or

lesions from CCTA can be bookmarked with image series.

myocardial regions ) that are “ negative ” from at least one
test. Correlations and/ or mismatches may be highlighted . If
the correlated or mismatched areas are selected , the actual

model ). Perfusion information can be color fused on a 3D

indicated . In another embodiment, rather than presenting the
" list" of lesions /findings in a tabular format as shown in FIG .
5 , the lesions may be presented more graphically on a

[0057] In another embodiment, locations of stenosis
Lesions can be highlighted and displayed on a 3D vessel
tree . Coronary vessels can also be mapped to corresponding
myocardial regions (e.g., such as using a 17 -segment
heart volume rendering on the “ surface ” of the myocardium

or other tissue for simultaneous viewing of the vessel tree

locations within the integrated exam data may be shown and

vessel map " schematic ” , on a textbook illustration type

hemodynamic information (blood flow , blood pressure,

rendering presentation , or integrated into the actual CT
derived 3D vessel tree itself
[0061] According to an embodiment of the invention,

ing or reformat image ) can be color -coded to represent the

mation (such as areas of positive remodeling , coronary

[0058 ] Likewise, as shown in FIG . 4 , a vessel diameter

ization and reporting.

together with the tissue perfusion information . Additional

FFR ) can be integrated into these views where , for example ,
the lumen of each coronary vessel (within a volume render

continuous hemodynamic information along a given vessel.

measurement (or lumen cross -sectional area measurements
or stenosis ratio ) versus vessel path length (proximal to
distal) plot 74 may be generated and displayed with corre

lated and corresponding curves showing hemodynamic
information (shown as pressure ) versus vessel path length
plot 78 and showing differential hemodynamic information

( shown as differential pressure ) versus vessel path length
plot 76 . These curves 74 -78 , plotted alongside each other,
may be annotated with highlighted areas of correlation 80 or
of disagreement 82 . Although shown as differential hemo
dynamic information 76 , alternate information such as rela
tional hemodynamic information ( for example , ratios of

pressure estimates ) may be shown. Correlated local mini
computational FFR ) or any mismatched local min 86 (i.e .,

mums 84 (i. e ., a positive finding for both Coronary CTA and

information that cannot be provided by hemodynamic infor

vessel wall information , cardiac function , etc .) can also be
integrated into the comprehensive presentation for visual

[0062] Still referring to block 68 of FIG . 3, the additional
well as calculation of the confidence measure of the data
data may include calculation of a severity of the stenosis as

related to the stenosis . The severity and confidence measure
may be presented numerically or graphically . The confi

dence measure may be assisted by the incorporation of the
calcium score . In one example , colors may be applied to

numbers on the images , or semi-transparent color overlays
may be used . The calculations may be performed by a host

processor of the imaging system , or on a remote processor.
The calculations may be entirely algorithmic or may include
degree of human interaction . The algorithm may include
finding the vessels of interest within the volume( s ) of data ,

or vessels may be manually identified by a user. Regions of
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localized stenosis to be analyzed may be algorithmically
determined, or may be manually identified by a user.
[ 0063] In another embodiment, the characterization of

instructions that when executed by one or more computers

causes the one or more computers to perform one or more

portions of one or more implementations or embodiments of

plaque can be color coded on a volume- rendered vessel tree

a sequence .

views ( cross -section , curved reformat lumen view , etc .)

computer readable storage medium having stored thereon a
computer program comprising instructions, which , when
executed by a computer, cause the computer to acquire a first
set of data comprising anatomical information of an imaging

or on 3D MIP (maximum intensity projection )/reformat

following vessel tracking.
[0064] Additional functionality that can be provided in an
embodiment of the invention includes advanced display
which combines lumen shape , wall/plaque densities, and

functional or other maps, correct coronary opacification and

other methods to normalize uptake, values , etc . (providing

more consistent lumen HU values that have been normalized
for CT contrast flow rate data for example ); and a means of

measuring flow from dynamic X -ray projection images,
including taking into account the 3D shapes reconstructed

from the system .
[ 0065 ] In another embodiment as shown in FIG . 3 , after
the hemodynamic information is generated at block 67 ,

process control of technique 60 may return to block 62 for

a revised reconstruction of the image volume based on the

hemodynamic information obtained at block 67. That is ,
based on the hemodynamic information, it may be desirable
to revise one or more parameters of the reconstruction

process of block 62 . For example , the reconstruction kernel,

the field - of -view (FOV ), or other parameters may be modi

fied or revised to improve the reconstructed image volume.
Thereafter, the re - processing of blocks 63 -67 using the

improved image volume may increase the quality of the
generated hemodynamic information .

[0066 ] A technical contribution for the disclosed method
and apparatus is that it provides for a computer implemented
system and method of estimating vascular flow .
100671 One skilled in the art will appreciate that embodi
ments of the invention may be interfaced to and controlled

by a computer readable storage medium having stored

thereon a computer program . The computer readable storage

medium includes a plurality of components such as one or
more of electronic components , hardware components , and /

or computer software components . These components may

include one or more computer readable storage media that

generally stores instructions such as software , firmware
and/ or assembly language for performing one or more
portions of one or more implementations or embodiments of

[0069 ] According to an embodiment of the invention , a

subject, the anatomical information comprises information
of at least one vessel. The instructions further cause the
computer to process the anatomical information to generate

an image volume comprising the at least one vessel, generate

hemodynamic information based on the image volume, and

acquire a second set of data of the imaging subject. The

computer is also caused to generate an image comprising the
hemodynamic information in combination with a visualiza

tion based on the second set of data .

[0070 ] According to another embodiment ofthe invention ,
a method for estimating vascular hemodynamic information
comprises acquiring data of an imaging subject, processing
the acquired data to generate an image volume comprising
anatomical information such as a vessel tree of the imaging
subject, and determining anatomical information based on

the image volume. The method also comprises generating
hemodynamic information based on the vessel tree , acquir
ing an additional set of data of the imaging subject, and

generating an image combining the hemodynamic informa
tion with image data based on the additional set of data .
[0071 ] According to yet another embodiment of the inven
tion , a CT system comprises a rotatable gantry having an
opening to receive an object to be scanned , a high frequency
electromagnetic energy projection source configured to proj

ect a high frequency electromagnetic energy beam toward
the object, and a detector array having a plurality of detector
cells configured to detect high frequency electromagnetic
energy passing through the object. The CT system also
comprises a data acquisition system (DAS ) connected to the
detector array and configured to receive outputs from the
plurality of detector cells , an image reconstructor connected
to the DAS and configured to reconstruct an image of the
object from the detector cell outputs received by the DAS ,

and a computer . The computer is programmed to acquire a

a sequence . These computer readable storage media are

generally non -transitory and /or tangible . Examples of such

first set of data of an imaging subject, reconstruct an image
volume based on the acquired data , and generate a vessel

data storage medium of a computer and/ or storage device .
The computer readable storage media may employ , for
example , one or more of a magnetic, electrical, optical,

a computer readable storage medium include a recordable

tree from the image volume. The computer is also pro
grammed to process the vessel tree , generate hemodynamic
information based on the processed vessel tree , obtain a

second set of data of the imaging subject, and generate an

biological, and /or atomic data storage medium . Further, such
media may take the form of, for example , floppy disks,

magnetic tapes , CD -ROMs, DVD -ROMs, hard disk drives ,
and/ or electronic memory . Other forms of non -transitory
and/ or tangible computer readable storage media not list
may be employed with embodiments of the invention .

[0068 ] A number of such components can be combined or

divided in an implementation of a system . Further , such

components may include a set and /or series of computer

instructions written in or implemented with any of a number
of programming languages, as will be appreciated by those

skilled in the art . In addition , other forms of computer
readable media such as a carrier wave may be employed to
embody a computer data signal representing a sequence of

image comprising the hemodynamic information in combi

nation with a visualization based on the second set of data .
[0072 ] This written description uses examples to disclose
the invention , including the best mode , and also to enable
any person skilled in the art to practice the invention ,

including making and using any devices or systems and

performing any incorporated methods. The patentable scope

of the invention is defined by the claims, and may include
other examples that occur to those skilled in the art. Such

other examples are intended to be within the scope of the
claims if they have structural elements that do not differ

from the literal language of the claims, or if they include
equivalent structural elements with insubstantial differences

from the literal languages of the claims.
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What is claimed is :
1 . A CT system comprising :

a rotatable gantry having an opening to receive an object
to be scanned ;
a high frequency electromagnetic energy projection
source configured to project a high frequency electro
magnetic energy beam toward the object ;
a detector array having a plurality of detector cells con

figured to detect high frequency electromagnetic
energy passing through the object;
a data acquisition system (DAS) connected to the detector
array and configured to receive outputs from the plu
rality of detector cells ;

an image reconstructor connected to the DAS and con

figured to reconstruct an image of the object from the

detector cell outputs received by the DAS; and

a computer programmed to :
acquire a first set of data of an imaging subject;

reconstruct an image volume based on the acquired
data ;
generate a vessel tree from the image volume;

process the vessel tree ;

generate hemodynamic information based on the pro

cessed vessel tree;
obtain a second set of data of the imaging subject ; and

generate an image comprising the hemodynamic infor
mation in combination with a visualization based on

the second set of data .
2 . The CT system of claim 1 , wherein the computer, in
being programmed to acquire a first set of data , is pro

grammed to one of:
acquire the first set of data via a single energy level of the
high frequency electromagnetic energy projection
source ;

acquire the first set of data via a plurality of energy levels

of the high frequency electromagnetic energy projec

tion source ;

acquire the first set of data via a plurality of focal spots of

the high frequency electromagnetic energy projection
source ;
acquire the first set of data at multiple phases of a cardiac
cycle of the imaging subject; and

one ofwall tissue and lumen of the at least one vessel
of interest to generate a processed data set;

generate an enhanced vessel tree comprising the at least
one vessel of interest using the processed data set;

perform a computational fluid dynamics (CFD ) analy
sis on the enhanced vessel tree to generate localized
hemodynamic information of the at least one vessel
of interest; and
generate an image of the at least one vessel of interest
comprising the localized hemodynamic information
derived from the enhanced vessel tree .

5 . The method of claim 4, comprising utilizing the pro
cessor to :

acquire the set ofmulti-energy data via a plurality of focal
spots of the X -ray tube ;

acquire the set ofmulti-energy data at multiple phases of
a cardiac cycle of the imaging subject; and
acquire the set of multi - energy data at multiple stress

levels of the imaging subject.
6 . The method of claim 4 , comprising utilizing the pro

cessor to :

acquire an additional set of data of the imaging subject via
the CT imaging system or an imaging system of a

different imaging modality than the CT imaging sys
tem ; and
generate the image comprising the hemodynamic infor
mation in combination with a visualization from the

additional set of data .

7. The method of claim 6, comprising utilizing the pro
cessor to :

acquire perfusion data of a tissue of the imaging subject
adjacent to the at least one vessel; and
generate the image comprising the hemodynamic infor
mation in combination with a visualization of the
perfusion data generated from the additional set of data .

8 . The method of claim 4 , comprising utilizing the pro

cessor to :
generate the enhanced vessel tree cause the computer to
generate the enhanced vessel tree by characterizing and

segmenting one or more tissue types in the at least one
vessel in the set of multi -energy data from other ana

tomical structures contained therein .
9 . The method of claim 4 , wherein , based on the derived

acquire the first set of data at multiple stress levels of the
cardiac system of the imaging subject.

relative material density and composition of at least one of

3 . The CT system of claim 1, wherein the computer, in
being programmed to process the vessel tree , is programmed
to :
reduce blooming from calcium in the vessel tree ;
correct motion -induced artifacts in the vessel tree ;
identify plaque in the vessel tree ;
calculate hemodynamic information based on a relative
material density and a composition ofwall tissue of the
vessel tree ; or
estimate a point spread function and adjust lumen sizes of
the vessel tree based on the point spread function .
4 . A method , comprising:
utilizing a processor to :
acquire a set ofmulti-energy data using a CT imaging
system , wherein the set of multi-energy data com prises information of at least one vessel of interest of
an imaging subject;

processor is further utilized to :
reduce blooming from calcium in the at least one vessel;

process the set of multi -energy data to derive a derived

relative material density and composition of at least

the wall tissue and the lumen of the at least one vessel, the

correctmotion - induced artifacts in the at least one vessel ;
identify plaque in the at least one vessel; or

estimate a point spread function and adjust at least one of
the wall tissue and lumen sizes of the at least one vessel
based on the point spread function .

10. The method of claim 4, comprising utilizing the
locate a vessel of interest based on one of the enhanced

processor to :

vessel tree and the hemodynamic information; and

locate and characterize a stenosis within the vessel of
interest.

11. The method of claim 10, comprising utilizing the

processor to :
calculate a severity value of the stenosis based on one or

more of anatomical information and hemodynamic

information related to the stenosis; and
display the severity value to a user.
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12. The method of claim 7, comprising utilizing the

processor to :
calculate a first representation comprising vessel lumen
diameter data versus vessel path length data ;

calculate a second representation comprising hemody
namic information versus vessel path length data;

calculate a third representation comprising information
from the additional set of data versus vessel path length

data ; and
simultaneously display the first representation , the second
representation , and the third representation to a user.

13 . The method of claim 4 , comprising utilizing the
processor to generate hemodynamic information cause the
computer to generate blood pressure information of the at
least one vessel.

19 . A CT system , comprising

a rotatable gantry having an opening to receive an object
to be scanned ;
a high frequency electromagnetic energy projection
source configured to project a high frequency electro

magnetic energy beam toward the object;
a detector array having a plurality of detector cells con

figured to detect high frequency electromagnetic
energy passing through the object;

a data acquisition system (DAS ) connected to the detector
array and configured to receive outputs from the plu
rality of detector cells ;

an image reconstructor connected to the DAS and con
figured to reconstruct an image of the object from the
detector cell outputs received by the DAS; and

a computer programmed to :

14 . The method of claim 4 , comprising utilizing the

acquire a set of multi- energy data using a CT imaging
system , wherein the set of multi- energy data com

vessel generated from the processed data set and a set of

an imaging subject;
process the set ofmulti-energy data to derive a derived

processor to input into the computational fluid dynamics
(CFD ) analysis the enhanced vessel tree of the at least one

non - imaging data.

15 . The method of claim 4 , comprising utilizing the

processor to generate the image as a plot of the hemody
namic information displayed alongside a lumen diameter
plot of the at least one vessel.

16 . The method of claim 4 , comprising utilizing the

processor to generate the image having highlighted therein
areas of at least one of correlation and disagreement between
anatomical information of the at least one vessel and the

hemodynamic information .

17 . The method of claim 4 , comprising utilizing the

processor to :

revise a revised processing parameter based on the hemo
dynamic information ; and
reprocess the processed data set using the revised pro
cessing parameter.

18 . The method of claim 4 , comprising utilizing the

processor to calculate at least one constraint of the compu
tational fluid dynamics (CFD ) analysis using the at least one

of the material density and the composition of the at least
one vessel.

prises information of at least one vessel of interest of

relative material density and composition of at least
one of wall tissue and lumen of the at least one vessel
of interest to generate a processed data set;
generate an enhanced vessel tree comprising the at least
one vessel of interest using the processed data set ;

perform a computational fluid dynamics (CFD ) analy

sis on the enhanced vessel tree to generate localized
hemodynamic information of the at least one vessel
of interest; and

generate an image of the at least one vessel of interest
comprising the localized hemodynamic information
derived from the enhanced vessel tree .

20 . The CT system of claim 19 , wherein the computer is
acquire the set ofmulti-energy data via a plurality of focal
spots of the X -ray tube ;
acquire the set of multi -energy data atmultiple phases of
a cardiac cycle of the imaging subject; and
acquire the set of multi - energy data at multiple stress
levels of the imaging subject.

programmed to :
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